Yadkin Arts Council

Portfolio Submission Guidelines for Exhibitions

We are accepting portfolio submissions to consider for exhibition during 2017/2018 exhibit years.

Proposals will only be accepted via email to curator@yadkinarts.org.

Email five to seven good quality jpeg digital images of your work. These images should be a fair representation of the work you wish to exhibit at the Yadkin Cultural Arts Center, or similar to work you intend to create for the exhibit. Each image should be labeled with the size of the piece, medium and title.

Direct us to your website, with specific instructions to guide us to the selections of art you wish to exhibit.

Briefly state your exhibition idea. How many art objects? Is there a theme?

Write a little about yourself, your exhibition experience and your training, if any. Do you have gallery representation?

If you are accepted to exhibit with us you will need approximately 25 to 30 pieces of art at various sizes and all work must be wired for hanging.